
Located on a sloped three-lot property with

plantings that compliment the breathtaking view

from their porch, the Jones do every bit of

gardening work themselves; taking raw, empty lots

and transforming them into a cascading oasis of

texture, color, height, and size. Griff does the heavy

lifting and Roynan focuses on the details; a

satisfying division of labor. 

 

Roynan didn’t start gardening until 1990 when they

purchased their first house in Raleigh, where she 
was raising children and had little time. As senior VP of Global Manufacturing in the tech industry,

she travelled a lot and gardening became a “way of relaxing, almost a form of therapy.” Now in

retirement the couple work together to enhance the beauty of their ever changing garden. “When we

purchased this home in 2011, the only garden area was the side of our driveway and the front of our

house.” The maturity of the plants on that side of the house, which can be viewed from the kitchen

window, show a clear vision for what was to develop on the rest of the property over time. Beautiful

roses and cascading primrose blend seamlessly into the rock retaining wall. 
 

“We then purchased our side lot in 2012 we had a

landscaper put in a waterfall, firepit, and small patio.

We then added to our garden with the purchase of our

third lot in 2018.” Their outdoor “room” design,

enhanced by pathways, pavers, and hardscaping,

creates a different mood at every turn. From sedum

and creeping ground covers to strikingly healthy

perennials and sweeping trees, there are clearly an

artists at work.  “We try to tickle the senses with sights,

sounds, smells, and textures. The blend of outdoor

rooms are designed for watching 

the Jones garden

nature, entertaining, relaxing, playing games among other things.”

The Jones have planted for almost year round color and

are not afraid to admit defeat or move something when

conditions change or it is struggling. “Mother nature

ultimately calls the shots so you have to roll with it.” 

the Jones garden


